
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

STYLIZED A WITH SERIF 
GUIDELINES 

  



INTRODUCTION 

The University of Alabama Trademark Licensing and University Relations Offices have come together to 
establish guidelines for the use of the Stylized “A” with Serif mark to effectively and efficiently help all 
University entities understand and put into practice a set of standards that best help the University 
manage the consistency of its brand.  Without consistent use and standards, the brand value and message 
of the University lends itself to dilution and a lack of true identity.  Through the guidelines set forth below, 
our goal is to establish a set of reasonable standards that helps the University put forth a consistent brand 
identity in all endeavors that is identifiable and powerful. 

 

GUIDELINES 

A. Colors 

I. Only colors below will be permitted for inside the “A”, outline of the “A”, and 
background 

i. Crimson – PMS 201C 

ii. Silver – PMS 428 or PMS 430 

iii.  White 

iv. Black 

II.  Any other colors desired to be used require prior approval 

III.  Outlining the Script A is permitted based on correct sizing and rule 

i. Options referenced in Appendix A 

B. Spacing 

I. There needs to be ¼ inch of clear space surrounding all sides of the “A” for all uses 

i. Examples referenced in Appendix B 

II.  The “A” cannot be used within the middle or at the end of any words 

III.  The “A” can be used as the first letter in words 

i. ¼ inch spacing still applies 

IV.  The “A” must be to the left or above any departmental or organizational verbiage 

i. It cannot be used to the right or below any verbiage 

ii. Examples can be found in Appendix B 

C. Modifications 

I. There are no modifications allowed to the “A”, including, but not limited to use within, 

i. Print 



1. Beveling 

2. Shadowing 

3. Ghosting 

ii. Digital version 

iii.  3D version 

II.  No overlaying anything on top of the “A” 

i. The “A” can also not be on top of any other words or designs 

III.  It cannot be combined with any other logos to make a new logo 

IV.  Shading, internal or external, requires prior approval 

V.  No verbiage or designs can be used within the “A” 

VI.  The “A” can be used within a single circle or square 

i. If the “A” is used in a square, the Capstone A must be used 

ii. Circle with band around outside is reserved for Athletics only 

iii.  Any uses of the “A” inside other shapes requires prior approval 

iv. Examples of uses described above can be found in Appendix C 

D. Promotional Products 

I. If the “A”, alone or within Capstone mark, is used on promotional products, it must be 
accompanied by the department or organization name 

i. For examples see Appendix D 

II.  The “A” cannot be used in conjunction with any third-party logos for any products for 
sale 

III.  A licensee must be used for all orders that include University indicia, where appropriate 

i. If a licensee cannot be found, then a one-time approval will be available if 
project/product is approved 

IV.  The “A” is a federally registered mark of The University of Alabama, and requires a circle 
R designation next to it for all uses 

i. Permanent Structures are not included, which pertains to 

1. External branding of buildings on campus 

2. Branded signage for buildings, directional signage 

3. Other considerations will require prior approval 

  



APPENDIX A 

Below references the correct sizing and rule that can be used when adding an outline to the Script A. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  



APPENDIX B 

Below references the correct spacing that must be kept around the Script A at all times. 

 

 
 

 

 
  



APPENDIX C 

The “A” can be used within a single circle or square, but other shapes require prior approval. 

 

i. If the “A” is used in a square, the Capstone A must be used 

 

 
 
 

ii. Circle with band around outside is reserved for Athletics only 

 
 

iii.  Any uses of the “A” inside other shapes requires prior approval 

 

 
 
 



Script A
1. Prefer to keep the Script A in our school colors of Crimson (PMS 201C), Silver (PMS 428), White, and Black.
2. Prefer the Script A be shown in full somewhere on the product if in another instance it is going to be cut-o�.
3. Script A cannot be overlaid on top of anything, especially patterns.
4. Script A cannot be used within a word or at the end of a word.  It can only be used as the �rst letter of a word.
 
Other:
1. No use of houndstooth pattern.
2. Elephants can be used as a design (doesn’t have to be like marks on art sheet – can be silhouettes so long as they do not infringe
     on a current licensee/brand’s elephant).
3. University Seal can be used, but must be used in a one-color format.

APPENDIX D 
 

If the “A”, alone or within Capstone mark, is used on promotional products, it must be accompanied by 
the department or organization name. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


